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1. Introduction. If a Lie group G acts differentiably
on a manifold
9mthenvariousspacesof tensorfieldon 9n becomein a naturalway modules
for the Lie algebra & of G and the cohomologyof &i with these coefficient
modulesin certaincases carriesinterestinginformationabout the action of
G. In this paper we will discussthis situation,at firstin a somewhatmore
abstractsetup,and developa methodfor computingthesecohomologygroups
in certaincases. In particularwe shall showthat if G is compactand semisimple then even thoughthese modules are infinitedimensionalthe conclusionsof theFirstand SecondWhiteheadLemmas [10], [11] are valid; namely
the firstand second cohomologygroupsare trivial. As one consequencewe
will showthat differentiable
actionsof compact,semi-simple
Lie groupsadmit
only trivial infinitesimaldeformations(? 11) a fact whose global analogue
will be foundin [7]. Our secondand motivatingapplicationof thesegeneral
cohomologyresultsis to a questioninitiatedby one of the authorsin [9].
Namelyif a Lie group G acts differentiably
on the base space of a differentiable fiberbundle B over M can G be made to act differentiably
on B so
as to be equivariantwith respectto the fiberprojectionand so that each
operationof G on B is a bundle map. We show here that the answeris yes
if G is compactand simplyconnectedand if the structuralgroup of B is a
solvableLie group,and moreoverthat the way of "lifting" the action of G
to B is essentiallyunique.
2. Cohomologyand invariant cohomologyof Lie algebras. In the
followingL is a finitedimensionalLie algebraovera fieldF of characteristic
zero. For the defintionof an L-module and a completediscussionof the
cohomology
of L with coefficients
in an L-modulewe referthe readerto [2]
or [3] (we shall use the notationof the latter). The notionof the invariant
cohomology
of L with coefficients
in an L-moduleis implicitin a numberof
* Received February 27, 1961.
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Science Foundation (Grant No. 614227) and the Army Research Office(Durham).
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papers, howeverthe lack of an expositionwith the relevantfacts that we
shall need makes the followingdiscussiondesirable.
Recall that if M is an L-modulethen the space CP(L,M) of p-cochains
of L withcoefficients
in M is definedto be M if p =0 and to be the space of
alternatingmultilinearmaps of LP into M if p is a positiveiniteger. Then
C* (L, M) the cochain complexof L with coefficients
in M is the graded
vectorspace (D CP(L, M) with the differential
d of degree + 1 definedby
P2?O
dm(X) =X m for mE M and
dc(X1,

72+1

, Xp,+1)=-

(1)

1) i+1Xj(c (X1,

(-

, X?,

,

P+ ))

j=1

+

1)i+ jC( [4t Xj],

E(
i<j

Xl.

**

*

Xi,

* Xj, 5

Xp+l

.5

)

forc E CP(L, M), p > 0. We recallfrom[31 that d2=0 so thereare defined
graded vectorspaces Z*(L,M) and B*(L,MI) of cocyclesand coboundaries
and their quotientH*(L,M) the cohomologyspace of L with coefficienlts
in M. We recall also that C* (L, M) becomes a graded L-module with
M =C0 (L, M) as a submoduleif we define
(Xc)(Xl,

(2)

**

Xp)

,

X(c(X1,.

q

Xp)) -

c(X,

,**

[X, XJ]

Xi,

* *, Xi

q=1
X(c(NX,.

, Xp))

*

i+1c(

E (

i=1

[X,X4],

*

Xi,)
*.

Xp)

for CE CP(L, M), p > 0, and that
d (Xc) == X(dC)

(3)
forXc L, cC*(L,M).
dc(X1,

It followsfrom(1) and (2) that for cC CP(L,M)

*, Xp+1) =

p+1
I
j=1

+

(Y(_

i<j

, X1

1Y)+i(Xc)(X*X1.
+i
jc([Xitv

1~

Xi]n

**

+)
4

...
Xin

Xp+1)

We definea cochain cE C* (L, M) to be invariantif Xc- 0 for all X C L.
It followsfrom (3) that the graded subspaceCI* (L, M) CIP(L, M) of
C* (L, M) consistingof invariantcochains is stable under d and so gives
riseto thegradedvectorspacesZI* (L, M) and BI* (L, M) of invariantcocycles
and invariantcoboundaries(N. B. B,* (L, M)
dC0 (L, M) not the possibly
largerC0* (L, M) n B* (L, M) ) and their quotientHI* (L, M) whichwe call
the invariantcohomology
of L withcoefficients
in M. By the natural homomorphismof HI* (L, M) into H* (L, At) we mean the homomorphism
induced
=
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by the inclusion of C01(L, M) in C* (L, M).

dI *dICI*(L,M) is givenon CP(L,M) by
(5)

djc(Xi,*

- Y, (i<j

Xv+,)
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We note from (4) that

1)i+jc([Xi. Xj], X1, .. * * W **X, ... Xp+1)

An L-nodule Ml is called trivialif Xm 0 for all X C L, m C 111(i. e. if
CIO(L, MI) = C0(L, MI)
) M). Any vectorspace V overF can be considered
a trivialL-module,in whichcase we writedTforthe differential
on C* (L, V).
Clearlyfrom (1)
=

(6)

dTc(Xi, *

, Xp)

=

E (
ij

...
1)+jic([Xi, Xj], X1,i

...
XiXj~

,

Xp+)

In particularwe regard F as a trivial L-module anid write 0* (L, F)
C==0(L) and H* (L, F) - H1 (L)
Since C1(L) =L*, the dual space of L,
and since by (6) dTc(X,Y) =c([X,Y])
for cC C1(L) it follows that
Z' (L) - [L, L]?, the annihilatorof [L, L]. Since B1(L) is clearlyzero (for
df(X) 0 forf C F) it followsthat 111(1) - Z1(L) = [L, L]?0- (L/[L, L])*.
Thus H1 (L) is trivial if and only if L is its own commutatorsubalgebra.
Note also that H* is an additive functor,i. e. H*(L, M1(0 N)
H*(L, M1)
it
follows
so
that
if
0 then HP(L, V)
0 for any
HP(L)
D H*(L, N),
trivialfinitedimensionalL-moduleV.
If 1M1
is anyL-modulethenforeach X C L thereis an endomorphism
iy of
C*(L, MlI)homogeneous
of degree-1 definedbyixm= 0 form C Mll=CO(L,iMl)
and (ixc) (X1, * - *,Xp_1)= e(X, X1,* * *,XP-1) forcE CP(L, M), p > 0. For
laterreference
we recallfrom[3] thatthemoduleoperationsof L on C*(L, 1M)
is relatedto d and the operationsix by
=

(7)

Xc

dic-c+ ixdc

X C L,c C C*(L, M).

3. An extensionof the Whiteheadlemmas. We will sbow in ? 8 that
if F is the Lie algebra of a compactLie group then for a certainclass of
, -modules1l1the natural homomorphism
of Hl* ( &, M1) into H* (,9,1M1)is
aniisomorphism
onto. If & is semi-simpleit followsfromthe theoremswe
are above to prove that for such &-modulesH1(&,M) and H2 ( &,M11)are
trivial,a fact that would also be a consequenceof the WhiteheadLemmas
([10] and [11]) if M11
werefinitedimensional. It is in this sense that this
theoremextendsthe Whiteheadlemmas.
THEOREM. If L is a finitedimensionalLie calgebra
such thatH1 (L) = 0
thenH1' (L, ll) = 0 for all L-modules 31. If in addition H2(L)== 0 thent
H12(L, 111)=0 forall L-modules311.
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{mC M IXm
Or 0 forall X C L} so if mnEC
Proof. CIO(L, M)
CIO(L,Zl1)
0 for all X EL hence B1 (L,iI) =0 and HI' (L,31J)
then dm(X) =Xm
-Z1l(L,M1). By (5) of ?2 if cE Cl (L,3M) then dc(X,Y) =c([X,Y])
But H1(L) =0 is
so Z1l(L, M)
{cCE01 (L,M) Ic is zero on [L,L]}.
[L, L] and hence impliesH1' (L, M)-) Z1l(L, M) =- 0.
equivalentto L
Now let c C ZI2(L, M) and let V be the finitedimensionalsubspaceof Ml
spanned by {c(X, Y) IX, Y C L}. We consider V as a trivial L-module.
0. Now cE C2 (L, V) and
0 it followsthat H2(L, V)
AssumingH2(L)
dc 0 so cCZ2(L, V)
comparing(5) and (6) of ?2 we see that dTC=B2(L, V) and hence C dTOfor some 0 E C' (L, V) C C' (L, Mll). It will
sufficeto prove that 0E C
l0(L, 211),for then comparing(5) and (6) of ? 2
again d(- 0)
dI= dTO C so CEB12(L,M) and we will have shown
ZI2 (L, i1) = BI2(L, AI). Now if X, X1,X2 C L then from (2) of 2
=

=

=

=

o

=

=

(Xc)

(X1, X2)

X (C (X1, X2)

=k:X(0([X1,X2]))

-c

( [X,X1]

X2)

-0([[X,X1,X2])

-

c(X1,

-0([X1

[X, X])

[X,X21])

and by the Jacobi identityand the linearityof 0 it followsthat
0 =X(0([X1,

X2]))

-0([X,

[X1, X211)

so, referringto (2) of ? 2 again, (XO) ([X1, X2])
= L so 0 is invariant.

on [L, L]

0. Thus XO vanishes
q.e.d.

4. Topological G-Modules. In this and succeeding sections G will
denotea compactLie group,Go its identitycomponent,
and 9 its Lie algebra
of left invariantvectorfields. By a topologicalG-modulewe shall mean a
complete,metrizable,locally convex,real topologicalvectorspace (a Frechet
space) M togetherwith a fixedhomomorphism
T of G into the group of
automorphisms
of M such that foreach m E 31 the map g -> T(g) m of G into
M is continuous. We denotethe space of continuouslinear functionalson M
by M* and we write<m,1> for l(m) if (1,m) C lll* X l1L(whichof the many
possibletopologiesto put on MP*is irrelevantfor our purposesanidwe shall
always regard M* as untopologized). In general we will drop explicit
referenceto T and simplywritegm insteadof T(g) m. Note that sinceHi is
a Frechetspace and for each mC M
I the orbit {gmIg C G} is compact,and
hencebounded,it followsfromthe principleof uniformboundednessthat
4. 1. THEOREM. Given a neighborhood V of zero in the topological
G-moduleMI thereis a neighborhood
U of zero in 11 such thatguc T"forall
C
(g, u) G X U. Equivalentlyif {inm} is a sequencein 111converging to an

then {gmr} converges to gm uniformlyfor g C G.
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gm) it follows from4. 1

that if gr -> g thengrrnr->gm.
4. 2. COROLLARY. If .il is a topological G module then (g, m)
a continuousmap of G X Mlinto M.

-- gmnis

Now let M be a topologicalG-moduleand MX thelinearspace of functions
froma compactHausdorffspace X into M. We give MX the topologyof uniformconvergence,
i. e. a typicalneighborhood
of zero is {fC M
MX f(X) C U}
whereU is someneighborhood
of zero in H. By a stepfunctionfromX to M
we mean an elementfC MX whose range is a finitesubset {m1,
, m4j of
M such that each f-l(in1) is Borel measurable. Since a continuousfunction
fromX to M is uniformly
continuousit followseasilythatthe space C (X, M)
of continuousmaps of X to 11Iis includedin the closureof the space S (X, M)
of step functions. Givena Radon measure/A
on X and f C S (X, M) we define
ffd_= ft L(f-1(m))m. Then f fffdyi
is a continuouslinear map from
M E Al
S (X, Mi) intoAlland so (because]i[ is complete)extendsto a continuouslinear
map of the closureof S (X, M) into M. Henceforthwe shall only be concernedwithffdu whenf is continuousand we shall need thefollowingobvious
facts.

(a)

on X
f ->f uniformly

(b)

ffd,uis bilinearin f and ,u
If It(X) =1 then ffddCEclosedconvexhull of f(X).
If T is a continuouslinear map of M into a completetopological
vectorspace then f (Tf) du Tffdp.

(c)
(d)

fatd'u ffd-

=

The space C(G) of continuousreal valued functionson G is a Banach
space in the supremumnormand becomesa topologicalG-moduleunder the
operationsgiven by (gf) (x) ==f(g-lx). If fCC (G) we definef*m, for m
an elementof a topologicalG-moduleJll,to be the integralof the continuous
map g-> f(g)gm of G into M withrespectto normalizedHaar measureon G.
If IH M* thenby (d) above <f*m, > =ff (g)<gm,l>d g. From this and
the invariance of Haar measure it follows that < (gf) * m, 1> - <g (f * in), 1>
and since 111*separates points of M it follows that (gf) * m = g (f * m).
4. 3. THEOREM. If M is a topologicalG-modulethen
is a continuousbilinearmap of C(G)X M into M

(1)

(f,m) -f*m

(2)

If f C 0(G) is positiveand f f(g) dg-=1 thenf * mC closedconvex
hull of {gmIf(g) #0).
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If mC M thenf-*f*im is an equivariantcontinuouslinear map
of C(G) into M and m is in the closureof its range.

Proof. Statement(1) is immediatefrom(a) and (b) above and state(2) followsfrom (c). The equivarianceof f-* f* im (i.e. the fact that
(gf) * m=- g (f * m) was shownabove so it remainsonly to show that if W14
then thereis an f EC (G) such
of m in MYI
is a closed convexneighborhood
that f * m C W. Let U be a neighborhoodof the identityin G such that
gmC TVforg C U and let f be a continuouspositivefunctionof integralone
q. e. d.
on G withsupportin U. Then by (2) f * m C TV.
5. Almostinvariantvectors. An elementino of a topologicalG-module
M is called almost invariantif {gmo Ig C G} spans a finitedimensionalsubspace of Mll. We denote the set of almost invariantvectorsin M1by Mo.
invariant under G, and in fact Mo is just the
Clearly M,, is a subspace of 1M1

linear span of the finitelimensionalG-invariantsubspacesof M. An almost
invariantvectorin C(G) is called an almostinvariantfunctionon G. From
the bilinearityof (f,m) - f *m and the equivarianceof f-> f * mnit follows
that if fo is an almostinvariantfunctiolland m any elementof a topological
G-module1M1
thenfo* m C 110. Now the Peter-Weyltheorem[1, p. 203] says
thatthe almostinvariantfunctionsare densein C(G). Since we knownthat
* m jfC C(G) } and that f- f
*t m is continuouswe have
mn
is adherentto {ff
the followingessentiallyknownresult.
5. 1. THEOREM. In any topologicalG-moduleMI the subspace Mo of
almostinvariantvectorsis dense.
5. 2. THEOREM. If Ml is any topologicalG-modulethen the subspace
Mo of almost invariant vectors has a 8 -module stdutcturedefined by

i
Xm

liml/t((ExptX)m

- m) for XCE,

mECMo.

Proof. If V is any finitedimensioiial iiivariant subspace of 1110(g, v) -> gv
is an analytic map of G X VT-> V (this follows for example from [1, Prop 1,
p. 128] ) so that the indicatedlimit existsfor m C V. That this gives a & -

module on V followsfrom [1, Theorem2, p. 113]. Since M,, is the linear
span of its finitedimensionalinvariantsubspacesthe theoremfollows.
q. e. d.
6. DifferentiableG-modules.
6. 1. LEMMA. Let M1be a topologicalG-moduleand {mr} a sequtence
in -11
to m. GivenXCEi and 1E MI*supposethereexistsa sequence
converging

DIFFERENTIABLE

TRANSFORMATION
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to wsuch that d/dt<(Exp tX)m., 1> = <(Exp tX) r, 1>.
{wk} in XI conver>ging
Then d/dt<(Exp tX)m, 1>= <(Exp tX)w,1>.
Proof. By 4. 1 gmrconvergesto gm uniformly
in g, so since I is linear
and continuousand henceuniformly
continuous,<gMr,1> convergesto <gm,1>
uniformly
in g and a fortiori< (Exp tX)mk,1> convergesto <(Exp tX)im,l>
uniformly
in t. Similarly< (Exp tX) ok,1> convergesto <(Exp tX) W,1> uniformlyin t. By a theoremof elementary
calculusthisvalidatesdifferentiation
"under the limitsign" and gives the desiredresult.
q. e. d.
6.2. THEOREM. Let M be a topologicalG-moduleX C &, and suppose
thereis a functionX: M -*1Msuch that
d/dt<(ExptX)m,1>=- <(Exp tX)Xin,I>
forall m E M and all I belongingto a separatingfamilyS C M*. Then X is
a continuouslinearmap and forim C Mo Xm lim1/t( (Exp TX) m- n).
=

t-oo

Proof. The linearityof X is immediatefromthe linearityof differentiation and the fact that S is separating. The precedinglemma gives
immediatelythat X has a closed graph and, since M is a Frechet space X
is continuous. If m C Mo thenby 5. 2 1/t((Exp tX) m -m) convergesstrongly
and a fortiori,
weaklyto a limitsay m'. By definition
of X <m',1> = <Xm, 1>
for 1E S and again since S is separatingm' ==Xm.
q. e. d.
6. 3. THEOREM. Let M be a topologicalG-module,XCEX, and suppose
that the linear map
m-*lim1/t((Exp tX)m -im)
t-oo

of Mo into itself (see 5. 2) is continuous. Then this map extendsuniquely
to a continuouslinear miap X of M into itself aind d/dt<(Exp tX)im,1>
IE .
< (Exp tX)Xm,l> for all mCM 1M
Proof. The existenceand uniquenessof X followsfromthe completeness
ofM and thedensenessofMoin Ml. Given1E M1*,m C MO,and toa real number
1o: m-* < (Exp toX)m,1> is an elementof 111*and

d

< (Exp tX)_mo1>
Ttt=to

d |<(Exp

dt <(Exp(t + to)X)mo,l1>
TtIt=O
lo>
tX)mo,lo> = <kXmO,

< (Exp toX)Xmo,1>.

Thus < (Exp tX)m, 1> is differentiable
form C MOand I C 31Mand its derivative
is <(Exp tX) Xm, 1>. If m is an arbitraryelementof M1choose a sequence
{Mr} in MO convergingto m. Then Xmir* Xm and for any 1C M1*
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d/dt<(Exp tX) in,, 1> - <(Exp tX)Xtmr,1> so by 6. 1 d/dt<(Exp tX)m, 1>
<(Exp t7)Xm,1>.
q.e.d.
6. 4. THEOREM. If .11is a topologicalG-modulethenthe followingare
equivalentconditions.
(1) For each XE Af thereis a functionX: M -*M such thatfor all 1
in a separatingsubset of M* d < (Exp tX) m,l>
dt

=

< (Exp tX)Xm, 1> for all

mC M.

(2)

For each X E 9 themap X2: m -lim l/t( (Exp tX) m-in)
t-*o0

of Mo

into itself (see 5. 2) is continuous.
(3) For each XE & azd mE M t-> (Exp tX)rmhas a weak derivative,
X'm,at t 0.
(4) For each XE A thereis a map X* : M->M suchbthat
dt
dtK(Exp
tX)ma,lI>=

<(Exp tX)X*m,,1>.

Moreoverif any one, and henceall, of theseconditionsare satisfiedthen
the maps X, X', and X* are all equal and are the unique continuouslinlear
map of Ml into intselfwhichextendsXO.
Pr'oof. It is clear that (4) implies (1) and that if X and X7*existthat
they are equal. From 6. 2 it followsthat (1) implies (2) and that if X
exists, it is the unique continuouslinear extensionof XO. From 6. 3 it
followsthat (2) implies (3) and that X2 is the unique continuouslinear
extensionof XO. It remainsto showthat (3) implies (4) and that X' X*.
Assuming (3) holds let I E M* and to a real numberand definel C M" by
,n-> < (Exp toX)m, 1>. Then for any mE
C

dd
dt |

<(Exp tX)m, 1> -t
d

|=<(Exp(

__(Exp tX)m, lo>

=

(t + to)X)m, 1>

<X'm, lo> = <(Exp tOX)X'm,1>.

This showsboth that (4) holds and that 27mn--=X'm.
q. e. d.
6.5. Definition. A topological G-moduleis called differentiable
if it
satisfiesany one and hence all of the properties(1) -(4) of 6. 4.
Remark. It is easily shownby examplethat the maps t-> (Exp X)in
need not be stronglydifferentiable
for all m in a differentiable
G-module.
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G-modulethen M has a
6.6. THEOREM. If M is a differentiable
modulestructurewhichis characterizedby the identity

<Xm, >

+
dt

<

(Exp tX)m,1>

forX C 9, m C M, 1C M*. Moreovereach of the moduleoperationsof 9 on
M is continuous.
Proof. Immediatefrom5. 1, 5. 2, and 6. 4.
G-modulethen the 9 -module
6. 7. Definition. If M is a differentiable
structureforM describedin 6. 6 is called the derived&-module.
Henceforthdifferentiable
G-moduleswill be regardedwithoutexplicit
mentionas 9-modules,the derived&-modulealwaysbeing understood.
G-modulethen:
If M is a differentiable

6.8.

THEOREM.

(1)

-j<(Exp tX)m,l>

<(Exp tX)Xm,l>XC Eg, mCEM, 1C M*I

(2) gXg-1m= (ad(g)X)m, XCEs, gC G, mCMI
(3) If mC M then Xm O for-all XCEi if and only if gm
all g C Go.

m for

Proof. (1) followseasily from 6. 4 and the definitionof the derived
1o g
9 modulestructure.To prove(2) we notethatif 1 11*and we write
then
< (ad (g)X) m,l>

dt

<Exp t(ad(g) X) m,1>

d

<g(Exp tX) g-1n, 1>

dt =
dt
=<Xg-lm,

< (Exp tX) (g-1m),I>
I>

<gXg-lm, 1>.

If gm m for all gC G0 then (ExptX)m =m for all XCEi and all real t
weak derivative
hencefor each X C & t-> (Exp tX) has strongand therefore
=
=
=
Xm
if
Xm
0 for a given
0
Definition
and by
0. Conversely
zero at t
dt<Exp tX,I> _ so <K(ExptX)m,l>-<(ExpOX)m, l>
then by (1) -j
<m, 1>, (Exp tX)m = m. Since G is compacteveryelementof Go is of
q. e. d.
the formExp X and (3) follows.
XC

s
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structureof C*(b, M). In this sectionwe will
7. The differentiable
G-modulethen C* (&, M) is in a natural
showthat if 111is a differentiable
G-modulealso. Moreoverwe shall showthat the derived
way a differentiable
& -modulestructurefor C* (,X,111) coincideswith the other " natural" & modulestructurethat it has qua cochain complexof the F-module M (? 1.
d is continuous
equation (2)).
Finally we shall show that the differelntial
on C* (, Ml) and commuteswith each operationof G.
and CP(&M) =O for p>dim 9, to
Since C*(&,M) =EP(C,M)
p

definea differentiable
G-modulestructureon C* (&, M) it suffices
to define
one on each CP( , M), p > 0. For a typicalneighborhood
of zeroin CP( X, Ml)
we take {c E CPC(, M) I c(X,, * *,XP) CU if Xi, * *,Xp C B} whereB is a
of zero in iMl. Thus c, -* c means
compactsubsetof 9 and U a neighborhood
that foreach compactsubsetB of 31 caxconvergesuniformly
to c on BP. The
and local convexityof CP( ?, 31) followdirectly
metrizeability,
completeness,
fromthe corresponding
propertiesof M1. The operationsof G on CP( 9, M)
are definedby (gc) (Xl,
,Xp) =g(c(ad(g-1)Xi,
,ad(g-1)Xp)). It is
obviousthat each such operationis an automorphism
of CP(6, 1M1)and that
That g->gc is a continuousmap of G into CP(6, M)
(g1g2)c=g1(g2c).
for any c C CP( ,, M) is a straightforward
argumentwhichwe leave to the
reader. Given X1, *, Xp in ,9 and a I e M*c -> <c(Xi,
,Xp),l> is an
elementof CP ( 9, M)) * and thecollectionof suchcontinuouslinearfunctionals
on CP ( 9, M) is clearlyseparating. Now put
g (t) =-c (ad (Exp -tX) X1,

, ad (Exp-

tX)Xp).

From the well-known
fact that
lim

t--tot-to

(ad(Exp tX) Y -ad(Exp

toX)Y)

ad(Exp toX) [X, Y]

=

it followsfromthe multilinearity
of c thatg (t) is stronglydifferentiable
at to
and that
p

E c(ad(Exp j=1

g'(to)

tOX)Xl,

, ad(Exp - toX)[X, Xi],
* . ad(Exp - toX)Xp).

(We have used the fact that a multilinearmap of a finite dimeiisional
space into a topologicalvectorspace is automaticallycontinuous.) Putting
we have
A(t) =(ExptX)g(t)
1

1 -- to

(

-O

(t))tt

( (Exp tX) g (to)

g (to))

+ (ExptX)(

(g(t)
to

t

1

g(to)
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By the joint continuityof G X CP(PX,M) -> CP(&X,M) the secolndtermconvergesto (Exp tOX)g'(to) as t convergesto to whileby (1) of 6. 8 the first
termconvergesweaklyto (Exp toX)Xg (0). Thus if 1C 1" then
d

<(

(ExptX)c)(X1,

nXp)1>

Kd|

(t),l>

< ( (Exp toX) (Xc) ) (Xi1

XP), 1>

whereXc C CP( X, 211)is definedin (2) of ? 1. It followsthat conditiol (1)
of 6. 2 is satisfiedby the topological G-moduleCP( X, Mll) anid hence that
CP( ,, M) is a differentiable
G-module,the derived9 -modulestructuremiioreover being that given in (2) of ? 1. If {c.n} is a sequelncein CP(P, M)
convergingto c then it is clear from (1) of ?1 that for aniyX1, . . .*, p+l
, Xp+1)converges
dca(Xi,
in M to dc(X1,
, Xp), fromwhichit is clear
that the map d: CP(6,,M) --*CP+1(&,M) has a closed graph and so. the
domainand rangebeingFrechetspaces,d is continuous. A similarargument
shows that for each XC & the linear map ix: CP(&,M)
>CP-1(6, i1J) is
continuous.
From (2) of (6.8) it followsthat Xgc-g(ad(g-1)X)
for all gC G,
XC 9 and cC C*(6,,M). Using this and equation (1) of ?1 a straightforwardcomputationgives g(dc) = d(gc).
8. The main theorem.
8. 1. LEMMA. If Mlis a differentiable
theneach operationof
G-mnodule
Go on C*(6,,M) is chain homotopicto the identity,i.e. for each g C Go there
is a linearmap A(g) of C*(6,,M) into itselfsuch gc- c dA(g)c +-j (g)dc
for all cC C*(6,,M). Moreover,the map g--A(g) can be cosen so that
g -> (g) c is continuousfor each cC C* (,j, M).
Proof. Since Go is compactand connectedwe can find,for each g C Go,
XE

,s,

suchthatg=expX.

We defineA(g) c

f

(ExptX)ixc dt. Since

C* (t9,M) is a differentiable
G-modulefrom6. 8, (1) forany l C (C* (,?, M))*
<gc -c, 1>

5 dt< (Exp tX) c,I>dt
< (Exp tX)Xc, 1>dt

-<

1

( (Exp tX)Xc dt), 1>
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Cr))

(Exp tX)dixc +A(g)dc, 1>.

Since d commiutes
with Exp tX and integrationwe obtain
<gc - c, > ==<dA(g) c + A(g) dc,1,>
This equation holds for all IE (C*(&,M))*
and hence X(g) is a chain
homotopy.
Now supposethat U is a small enoughneighborhood
of the identityso
that the exponentialmap has a continuousinaverse,
f. Definethen
kO(g)-C

(Exp tf(g))if g)cdt.

A0(g) has the requiredpropertiesand g -- A0(g) c is continuouson U. Now
choose g1, * ,gn in Go so that giU cover Go, and choose A(gi) satisfying
the lemma. It is easily seen that if we defineAX(g) for g =giucg,U by
Xi(g) -A(gi) + A0(u) +f X(gi)dA.(u) + dX(go)ko(u)
thengc - c- (dAi(g)+ Ai(g)w)c and g ->Xi(g)c is continuouson g,U foreach
c E C* (i, M). If we put cp(g)i (g) c = O, {qo} a partitionof unityrefining
the covering{giU}, for gd giU then clearlyg q(g) Xi(g) c is continuous
-*

n

on Go,so if we put A(g)c=-pt(g)xj(g)c
j=1

then g->A(g)c is continuouson

U, and satisfiesthe requirements
of the lemma.
Let uo be thenormalizedIlaar measureon? Go. If il is a
G-module,defineA: C*(P, 511)--> C*(, Mll)byAc = fgc dlo(g).
differentiable
Then there is a linear map A of C*(s,9Al) into itself such that Ac-c
dAc+AXdcforall c0CC* (P,i3I).
8. 2.

LEMMA.

Proof. Define c= f (g)c d,0o
(g) is chosenas in Lemma 8.1.
8. 3. LEMMA. Let A11be a differentiable
let A: C'(&, M)
G-moduleaGnd
C*(W, M) be the linear operatordefinedin Lemma 8. 2. Then A has
the followingproperties:
(1)

It is a projectionof C*(8,A31) on C,*(,9,M1I).

(2)

It commuteswithd.

(3)

If z C Z* (X,M1) thenAz-z C B* ( X,M) i. e. Az is cohomologous
to z.
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Proof. Property(1) followsdirectlyfromthe invarianceof Haar measure
and statement(3) of 6. 8 (applied to C* (b, M) insteadof Mll). Statement
(2) followsfromthe fact that d commuteswith the operationsof G on
C*(?&,J31)and with the integral. Finally (3) is an immediateconsequence
of Lemma 8. 2.
q. e. d.
S. 4. THE MAIN THEOREM. If M is a derived &-module then the
naturalhomomorphism
i*: HI* (?, M) - H* ( 9, 3M)inducedby theinclusion
map of C0*(8, M) in C* (9, M1)is an isomorphism
onto. In otherwordsevery
cohomology
class ofH* ( , 31) containsan invariantcocycle,and twoinvariant
cocycleswhichdifferbya coboundarydifferby the coboundaryof an incvariant
cochain.
Pr0oof.Immediatefrom8. 3.
8. a. COROLLARY. If ,&is semi-simnple
thenH (, M3l) H2(
for all derived& -modulesM.

,iI)

= 0

Proof. Immediatefrom8. 4 and the theoremof ? 3.
of tensormodules. Let 9n be a differentiable
9. The differentiability
G-space,i.e. 97a is a differentiable
(C= C) manifoldand there is given a
differentiable
map (g, p) -> gp of G X 9T into 9T (the action of G on 9T)
such that ep-p and (ggl)p =g(g'p).
For each X E thereis a differentiablevectorfieldXS on 9n definedbyX*,,is thetangentto t-4 (Exp - tX) p
of & into the Lie algebra
at t=0.
The map X - X* is a homomorphism
of differentiable
vectorfieldson qT whichis called the infinitesimal
generator
of the action of G on 9Th. Let 5 be the space of all differentiable
tensor
fieldson 9cTof any fixed (mixed) rank and symmetry
type with the usual
"C--topology" (i.e. convergencemeans uniformconvergenceof each componenitand of each partial derivativeof any order of a componenton any
compactsubsetof a coordinateneighborhood). It is well-knownthat 5 is
a completelocallyconvexspace and in fact a Montelspace. Mloreover
if 9Th
is second countable,as we henceforthassume, then 7 is metrizable. Each
p of 9T induces an automorphismof 5 in a well-known
diffeomorphism
way and we will writethis automorphism
as p also. Moreoverif {p.} is a
p in the
of 9T convergingto a diffeomorphism
sequenceof diffeomorphism
C--topology then it is clear that pnT-> pT for any T C 5. By a theorem
of Montgomery[4] if we writeg* for the operationp->gp of an element
of G on 9Ththen g-> g* is continuousfromG into the group of diffeomorphismsof 9n withthe Coo-topology.It followsfromtheselast two factsthat
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5 is a topologicalG-moduleif we definegT g*T. We shall call such a
topologicalG-modulea moduleof tensorfields (associatedwith the differentiable G-space 9h) and shall as usual writegT instead of g*T. It follows
easily fromTheoremII of [5] that a module of tensorfields J is alwavs
and thatforX C 9 and T C 5 XT is just theusual Lie derivative
differentiable
of T withrespectto thevectorfieldX*. We can nowforgetaboutthe topology
on 5 and even the actionof G on 5. All that is importantforthe applicationswe shall make is summedup in
=

THEOREM.
Let 9h be a differentiable
G-spaceand X--> X the infinitesimal generatorof the action of G on 9h. Let 5 be the space of all
tensorfieldson 9n of a fixedrank and symmetry
type,and for
differentiable
X E 9 and TC S let XT be the Lie derivativeof T u'ith respect to X".
Then thismakes5 into a derived9 -moduleso that (8. 4 and 8.5) H*(?s, 5)
HI (, 5) =0.
HI* (,, 5) and if 9 is semi-simpleH (,j, 5)

1H*(.9) as a special case. Consider G as a differ10. H* (G R)
entiable G-space under the map (g, p) -> pg-1. Then for each X C 5 the
associatedvectorfieldXS on G is just X itself. Let S be the tensormodule
of all differentiable
real valued functionso01 G. If X is a p-formon G theilw
, X,p)(x)
definesan elementc of CP(,9,5) by c(Xl,
wx((X1)x, , (Xp).
Conversely
givenc C CP( .9,5) definea p-formX on G as follows:given x C G
and tangentvectorsY1, *, Yp at x let wx(Y1, , Yp) c(X1,.
XP)(X)
whereXi is the elementof & satisfying(Xi) x Yi. It is readily v-erified
that w is differentiable
and that thesetwo maps are mutuallyinverseliiiear
isomorphisms
betweenC* (,9, 5) and the space &io(G) of differentiable
forms
on G. Moreoverit is a well-known
fact (a proofcan be foundin [15] ) that
under this correspondence
the differential
on C* (b, 5) correspondsto the
*
exterior derivativeon
(G).
Thus by deRham's Theorem H* (G, R)
-H* (b,,5) and so by the theoremof ?9 H*(G, R) HI*(,5).
For
c C CP(9, 7) we have
=

(gc)(X1,, ,Xp)(x)

c(ad(g-1)Xi,

,ad(g-')Xp)(xg)

and if XCE thenby leftinvariance(ad(g-1)X)xg = dRg(Xx) (whereRg is
righttranslationby g). It followsthat c C CI* (,9, J) if and only if the
formX is rightinvariant. This givesthewell-known
corresponding
identification of H* (G, R) with the cohomologyof right invariantforms (form of
Maurer-Cartan). On the otherhand we see that each cC
E CP(9) correspoiids
=
to a unique c' CIP(b, 5) such that c(X1,
, Xp) (e);
c'(X1,,Xp)
This sets up a
namely c'(X1, * ,Xp) (g) =c(ad(g)X1,
,ad(g)Xp).
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to equations
betweenC* (s) and CI0*(, 5) and referring
linearisomorphism
to - d, underthisisomorphism.
(5) and (6) of ? 1 we see that dT corresponds
It followsthat HI* (,5)
H*(s) and this gives the well-knownresult
H* (G, R) -H* (, ). In [2], wherethe cohomologytheoryof Lie algebras
was firstmade explicit,thereis a detailedaccountof theoremsof this genieral
nature.
G-spaces. Let 9'71be
11. Infinitesimaldeformationof differentiable
a differentiable
G-space,1: G X 9h--> 9h the actionof G on 9h and X -> X*
the infinitesimal
geenratorof (. Suppose that for each t C [0, 1] = I there
is given an action 1t of G on 9T such that JD '( and such that (g, p, t)
-> 1t (g, p) is a differentiable
map of G X 9T X I into 9Wh. Such a family
of 1 and we writeX -> Xt* forthe infinitesimal
1t will be called a deformation
generatorof 1t. It is easily seen that (X, p, t) -> (Xt*) is a differentiable
map of 9 X 'Iii X I into the tangentbundle of 9n and it followsthat for
vector field DX on '71, such that
each XCE
there is a differentiable
d
ClearlyD is a linear map of & into the Lie algebra
(DX) (Xt=')p
d
t=o

= [Xt*,Yt*] it
followsthat D ( [X, Y]) = [DX, Y*] + [X*, DY]. We call D the infinitesof 1 associatedwith -ct and in general a linear map D':
imal deformation
deformation
9-> V satisfyingthe above identityis called an infinitesimal
1,
of (D. Now if 1t is a deformation
of '& (i. e. (p, t)-> (p) is a differentiable
of '&) the
map of 971X I-> '171and for each t C I pt is a diffeomorphism

vectorfieldson 9'71and since [X, Y]t'
'V of differentiable

by Zp tangentto t->>t(P)
vectorfieldZ defined
=

at t = 0 is calledthe

infinitesimal
deformation
of '171associatedwithft. From pt we can construct
a deformation1t of 1 by ct(g,p) = t(c(g,Kt-1(p)).
A deformation
of thatcan be definedin thisway is called trivial. It is easilyseen thatthe assoad (Z)X*
D of 1 is givenby DX = [Z, X*]
deformation
ciatedinfinitesimal
deformation
of 171associatedwith ft.
whereZ as above is the infinitesimal
In generalif Z' C 'UD': X-- ad(Z')X* is an infinitesimal
deformation
of 4)
and we call such infinitesimaldeformations
of 1i trivial (at least if 171.is
compact Z' is the infinitesimaldeformationof 9n associated with some
deformation
of i
deformationpt of '7 so in this case D' is the infinitesimal
of 1). Now consider'V as a tensor
associatedwith a trivial deformation
module associatedto the G-space 171and recall that the Lie derivativeof
Y C 'V withrespectto Z C 'V is just [Z, Y] (see, forexample [5] Lemma c).
[X*, Y].
It followsthat '1 is a derived& moduleunderthe operationsXY
Now an elementof C'(,, 'V) is just a linearmap c: - 'Vand cC Z'(&, 'V)
=

=

5
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i.e. if and
if and only if 0O_dc(X,Y)=Xc(Y)-Yc(X)-c([X,Y])
Thus
if
Z'(6, V) is just the
[X*, c(Y)] + [c(X), Y*].
only c([X, Y])
hand c C D'(6, U)
the
other
1.
On
of
deformations
space of infinitesimal
[- Z,X ] i.e. if
if and only if for some ZCEVc(X) =dZ(X) =X(Z)
of -c. Thus H1 ( X, '1) = 0
deformation
and onlyif c is a trivialinfinitesimal
of -c is trivial. Since 'V is a tensor
deformation
means everyinfinitesimal
moduleit followsfromthe Theoremof ? 9 that
11. 1. THEOREM. If G is a compactsemi-simpleLie group thentevery
G-space is
infinitesimaldeformationof the action of G on a differenttiable
trtvial.
In [7] the authorsprovea global formof this theorem;namelythat if
G is any compactLie group (not necessarilysemi-simple)theneverydeformaG-spaceis trivial. It does
tion of the actionof G on a compactdifferentiable
not seemthat eitherof thesetheoremsimpliesthe otherin any obviousway.
Now let Y, be a finitedimensionalsubalgebraof the Lie algebra 'V of
manifoldW&. If 'V
vectorfieldson a compactdifferentiable
all differentiable
is a compact semi-simpleLie algebra (i. e. the Killing form is niegative
definite)thenthesimplyconnectedLie groupG withLie algebra 9 isomorphic
to Y, is compactand semi-simple.By Corollary2 of TheoremXVIII of [6]
generatorof an actionof G
an isomorphism
of & onto C is the infinitesimal
on 'Iii. Applying11. 1
of theLie
is a compactsemi-simplesub-algebr-a
11. 2. THEOREM. If
manifold,
vectorfieldson a compactdifferentiable
algebra 'V of differentiable
to Y, of an inner derivatheneveryderivationof Y, into 'V is the restriction
tion of 'V.
12. Lifting of group actions. In this section we assume that our
compactLie group G is connectedand denote by 0 its simply connected
coveringgroup. We shall identifythe Lie algebras of G and (7 under the
of the coveringhomomorphism.We
isomorphismgiven by the differential
G-space 9n is in a natural way a differentiable
note that a differentiable
of & into the Lie algebra '1 of differ(7-spaceand that the homomorphisms
entiable vectorfieldson 9Thwhich are the infinitesimalgeneratorsof the
actionsof G and 0 on 91i.are the same.
In generala homomorphism
X -> X* of 9 into 9Vis not the infinitesimal
if c71 is not compact. However
generator of an action of G or even G on 171.
it is shownin [6, TheoremIII, p. 95] that if each of the vectorfieldsX*
of 9T theiiX -> X"
groupof diffeomorphisnm
generatesa globalone-parameter
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is the infinitesimal
generatorof a unique action of (Gon 9Th. Now if X*
does not generatea global one parametergroupof diffeomorphism
of 9T then
(for example,see [6, p. 84 and p. 73] ) thereis an integralcurvea of X*
definedon an intevral[0, a) or (a, 0] such that limu(t) =o
(i. e. for each
t-->a

compactsubsetK of 9T cr(t) ? K for t sufficiently
close to a). Suppose now
Y is a vectorfieldon a differentiable
manifold91, X a vectorfieldon 9T
and f: 9 --> 9T is a differentiable
map suchthat df(Yp) =Xf(p) (underthese
circumstanceswe say, followingChevalley[1, p. 84] that Y and X are frelated). Then if a is an integralcurveof Y f?or is an integralcurveof X
and it followsfromthe above remarkthat if X generatesa global one parametergroupof diffeomorphisms
of 9n and if f is properthen Y generatesa
global one parametergroup of diffeomorphisms
of 91.
Now let X -> X* be the infinitesimal
generatorof the action of G on a
differentiable
G-space9T and let 7r be the projectionof a differentiable
fiber
bundle B over 9Th,having compactfiber. Then 7r is properand it follows
that there is a one-to-onecorrespondence
betweenactions of (7 on B for
which r is equivariantand homomorphisms
T: X--*XT of & into the Lie
algebra of differentiable
vector fields on 9h such that XT and X* are 7rrelated for all X C S. We now specialize furtherand assume that B is a
principle-bundle
with structuralgroup a compact connectedLie group H
and we write (h, b) -? hb for the action of H on B (this conflictswith the
more customaryusage in which the structuralgroup acts on the right,but
it is onlynecessaryto definehb to be bh-1).
For a diffeomorphism
of B to be a bundle map, i.e. equivariantwith
respectto the actionof H, means just that it commuteswitheach operation
of H; henceif Z -4 Z* is the homomorphism
of the Lie algebra N of H into
the differentiable
vectorfieldson B whichgeneratesthe action of H, then a
one parametergroup of diffeomorphism
of B consistsof bundle maps if and
onlyif its infinitesimal
generatorY satisfies[Y, Z*] = 0 forall Z C N1. Thus
12. 1. THEOREM.
Let X->X* be the infinitesimalgeneratorof the
action of G on a differentiable
G-space 9h. Let H be a compactconnected
Lie gr-oupwithLie algsbra 91, B a differentiable
principleH-bundle over Cm
withprojection7r and Z -* Z* the infinitesimal
generatorof the action of H
on B. Then thereis a one-to-onecorrespondence
betweenactions of O on
B equivariantwithrespectto 7r such thateach operationof GIon B is a butnldle
equivalence,and homomorphisms
T: X-4XT of 9 into the Lie algebratof
vectorfieldson B such that
differeOtiable
(1)
(2)

XT and X* are 7r-related
forall X C 9
XT,Z*] ==O0for all XC X, ZC S9.
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A homomorphism
T: X-->XT satisfying(1) and (2) will be called a
liftingof & to B. A linear map T: X - XrTof A into the Lie algebra of
differenitiable
vectorfieldson B whichsatisfiesthese conditionswill be called
a pseudo-lifting
of 1, to B. To constructa pseudo-lifting
of 9 to B it is
onlynecessaryto choosean H-invariantRiemannian-metric
for B and let Xbr
be the unique vectorat b orthogonalto the fibrewhichprojectsonto X*,'r4 .
It is easilycheckedthatXT is differentiable
and by construction
it is 7r-related
to X*. That XT is H-invariantand hence commuteswith Z* for all Z E 54
followsfromthe invarianceof the metric. Liftingsof & to B on the other
hand need not always exist and one of the principleresultsof this sectionl
is that theyin fact do exist (and are essentiallyunique) if H is a torusand
G is semi-simple. In general we have the relationZ*hb=dh.(ad(h-')Z)
*b
forZ E 9(, h E H. We now make a finalsimplifying
assumption,lnamelvthat
H is a torus so that it followsfromthe above relationthat Z* is ai HIinvariantvectorfieldon B for all Z E 9S. A vectorfield Y on B is called
vertical if 87r(Y) =0 (i. e. Y is 7r-relatedto zero). Clearly for each
of 54 withthe space of verticalHpEC 9f Z-> Z*| j (p) is an isomorphism
invariantvectorfieldson ir-1(p). It followsthat everyvectorfield Y on B
which is vertical and H-invariant is of the form b -e (f(7r(b)))*b for a
-* S9, moreover
uniquelydetermined
functionf:
Y is differentiable
if and
only if f is differentiable
(the latter meaningof course that Iof is differentiableforeverylinearfunctionalI on 5). It followsthat we mav identify
the space M of differentiable
maps of qn into .91withthe space of all vertical
vectorfieldson B which are H-invariant (or, equivalently,which commute
withZ* for all Z C 54). We note that since 54 is abelian any two elements
of M, consideredas verticalvectorfields,commute. If Y is a vectorfieldon
97&and m E M then Ym is a well definedelementof M; namelyits value
(Ym) (p) at p C 97&is the unique element of .91 such that l( (Yni ) (p)
=Yp (lo m) for each linear functionalI on S9. Moreoverby considering
local productrepresentations
of B it is easily seen that if Y' is a vector
field on B 7r-related
to Y then Ym = [Y', n]. Clearly M1becomesa & moduleif we defineXm =--X*mforX E l, in E M. Moreoverfromtheprevious
remarkXm= [XTr mi] if T: X -> XT is any pseudo-lifting
of & to B. If 5f
is the tensor module of differentiable
real valued functionson 9h and
xi,* -- X,. is a basis for .9 then (ff,, * -, fn)
-->f,.X,+* - + f,,X,,(where
the latter means the elment of M whose value at p is I fl(p) Xi) is an
isomorphism(as &-modules) of the n-folddirectsum of a' withitselfand AI.
It followsfromthe theoremof ? 9 that H* ( , Al) - H, (, Al) and that if
G is semi-simple
thenH' ( X,S)
-H2 ( &, M) = O. We collecttheseresultsas

'm
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With the assumptionsof 12. 1 and the additional
12. 2. THEOREM.
thatH is a toruslet Ml be the linearspace of differentiable
assumnption
maps
of An into S9. If we identifym C Ml with the vectorfieldon B whosevalue
at b is (m(ir(b) )*)b then this gives a linear isomorphismof 31 with the
commutewithZ*
linearspace of differentialble
verticalvectorfieldson B uwhich
forall Z C M(. Consideredas verticalvectorfieldson B any twoelementsof 1l
commute. MoreoverMl is a ? -modulesatisfyingH* (,9, M)
H*1( ,, M)
(and hence H'(9,M) =H2(,9,M) =0 if G is semi-simple) the module
structurebeing characterizedby the relationXm = [Xr, m] if T: X -> Xr is
any pseudo-lifting
of 9 to B.
-

Continuingnow with the same assumptions,with each pseudo-lifting
X -> Xr of , to B we associatea map cr of , X 9 into vectorfieldson
B by c7(X, Y)
[Xr, Yr] - [X, Y]T. Clearlycr is a measureof how much
T fails to be a lifting,i. e. cr= 0 if and only if r is a lifting. Now [X, Y]7
is 7r-related
to [X, Y] * and by [1, p. 85] [Xr, Yr] is w-relatedto [X*, Y*]
[X, Y] *. It followsthat cr(X, Y) is 7r-related
to 0, i. e. is vertical. Since
[X, Y] r and [Xr, Yr] commutewithZ* forall Z C 9& ([X, Y] r by definition
of a pseudo-lifting,
[Xr, Yr] by the same plus the Jacobi identity)so does
C7(X, Y), hencewe can identifycr(X, Y) with an elementof Al. Moreover
c7 is clearlybilinearand skew-symmetric
and hence an elementof 02 ( M,1)
If X1, X2, X3 belongto & then
T:

=

[X17,[X27,

X37f]

-

[X17

[X2, X3]

[X1, [Xk, 13]]

+

Cl (XI,

X3)]

7 + CT(X1, [X2, X3])

+ X 1cl (X2, X3)

Now [X17,[X2r,X3r]] satisfiesthe Jacobiidentity,i. e. its sum withits
two cyclicpermutationsis zero. Since r is linear so does [X1, [X2,X3]] .
of the above equation and summingwe
Writingout the cyclicpermutations
get an equation whichgives dcr(X1,X2,X3)
0, hence c7C Z2(9X,31). We
call cr the errorcocycleof the pseudo-lifting
T.
Now let yC C'(,9,M), i.e. y is a linear map of 9 into 11. Then it is
clear that a: X -> X =- Xr + y(X) is another pseudo-liftingof 9 to B
and thatconversely
everypseudoliftingof 9 to B is of thisformfora unique
-yC 0' (,M).
We call y the difference
cochainof a and T. Recallingfrom
0 forX, YC
12.2 that [y(X),y(Y)]
Coa

(X(

Y)

=

[XT

(X) Td 1IY(]) +

+

[XT7,YT]
cT(X,

-[Xk,Y]

y (Y)

T

Y) + d-y(X,Y)

[X,

-y([X,

Y]

Y] +

(

Yy(Y)

Y-y(X)
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of the error cocyclesco,and c, is just the coor in words,the difference
- T.
Thus the set of errorcocycles
cochain y
boundaryof the difference
associated with pseudo-liftingsof 9 to B is an entire cohomologyclass
C H2 (9, M) which we call the obstructionto a liftingof 9 to B. By
what we have seen above a liftingof 9 to B existsif and onlyif w contains
the zero element,thus we have the only apparentlytautologicalstatement
=

12. 3. THEOREM.
If B is a principletorusbundleovera differentiable
G-space9h, thena liftingof 9 to B existsif and onlyif the obstructionto
a liftingof 9 to B vanishes.
Since C H2 (,9, M) whichby 12. 2 is zero if G is semi-simple.
12. 4. COROLLARY. If G is a conpact semi-simpleLie groupactdB is a
G-space9T thenthereis a lifting
principletorusbuntdleovera differentiable
of 9 to B.
We now consider the uniqueness problem for liftings of 9 to B.
Returningto our general situationlet a and T be two liftingsof 1i to B.
Their difference
cochainy is clearlya one-cocycle. Conversely-yC Z1(,i, M)
and T is a liftingof & to B thenso is =f -T+A. Assumenowthatthe
obstructioncocyclet is zero so that a liftingT of 09 to B exists and assume
also that H1 (,r,M)
0 so that by the above remarkeveryliftinga of 8s
to B is of the formT+ dm for some m C M CO(,&,M). More explicitly
=

X

S=XT

+

Xm

XT

+

[XT,m

].

The mostgeneralbundle equivalenceof B is of the formb-* f(7r(b) ) b
when f is a differentiable
map of 9t into H. Since Exp: & -- H is the
universalcoveringmap of H it followsthat everysuch f can be writtenin
the formExp o m forsomem C M. Moreoverby takinga local productrepresentationof B it is easily seen that if h is the bundle equivalencegiven by
b -> (Exp(m(7r(b)))bthen dh(XTh- (b ) - (XT + XM)b i. e. Xo'- dhoXa o h-1.
It followsthatif (g, b) -* gb is the actionof G7on B generatedby XXT
thenthe
action generatedby Xo?is (gb) -*hgh-1(b). Since H'(P,MJI) =0 if G is
semi-simplecombiningthese remarkswith 12. 1 and 12. 4 we have
12. 5. THEOREM. If G is a semi-simplecompactLie group, iTha differentiableG-space,and B a torusbundleover 9T, thenthereis a differentiable
action (g, b) -* gb of G on B whichis equivariantwith respectto the projectionof B on 9t and is such thateach operationof 61on B is a bundlemap.
this action is essentiallyunique in the sense that everyothei such
Mloreover
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action of G on B is of the form (g, b) -- hgh-lbwhereh is a differentiable
bundleequivalenceof B.
The lattertheoremcan be significantly
generalizedas follows
12. 6. THEOREM. Let G be a simplyconnectedcompactLie group,EI
a solvable,connectedLie group,9h a differentiable
G-spaceand B a differentiableprincipleH-bundle over 9T. Then thereis a differentiable
actionof
G on B such thattheprojectionof B on 9' is equivariantand each operation
of G on B is a bundlemap. Moreoverthis actionis essentiallyunique in the
sense that any otheraction of G on B wviththese propertiesis related by
conjugationwitha bundleequivalenceas in 12. 5.
1 theneitherH is a circle
Proof. By inductionon dimH. If dimH
group and the theoremis a consequenceof 12. 5 or else H is isomorphicto
the additivegroup of real numbers. In the latter case H is solid so that
[8, p. 55] B is a productbundle so that existenceof the requiredtype of
action of G on B is obvious. Uniqueness can be proved just as in 12. 5.
Now suppose dimH> 1 and that the theoremholds for all H of smaller
dimension. Then H has a closed normalsubgroupN such that both N and
H/N are conectedsolvableLie groupsof dimensionsmallerthan that of H.
Now B is a principleN-bundleovertheorbitspaceB/N and B/N is a principle
H/N bundleover 9Thand the compositionof the projectionsB-- B/N--> 9Th
is just the bundle projectionB -* 9Th. By the inductionhypothesiswe can
liftthe actionof G-first to B/N and thento B. Moreoverany actionof the
apropriatesorton B inducesone on B/N. Since the liftingsfrom9h to B/N
and fromB/N to B are essentiallyunique by the inductionhypothesis,
the
same followseasily for the liftingfrom 9ITto B.
=
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